
Nowlan ParkPosted by tbc - 2019/07/15 00:21_____________________________________1. 	Ballad Of A Thin Man (Bob on piano)2. 	It Ain't Me, Babe (Bob on piano)3. 	Highway 61 Revisited (Bob on piano)4. 	Simple Twist Of Fate (Bob on piano and harp)5. 	Can't Wait (Bob center stage, Donnie on electric mandolin)6. 	When I Paint My Masterpiece (Bob on piano and harp)7. 	Honest With Me (Bob on piano)8. 	Tryin' To Get To Heaven (Bob on piano, Tony on standup bass)9. 	Make You Feel My Love (Bob on piano and harp)10. 	Pay In Blood (Bob on piano)11. 	Will The Circle Be Unbroken?(Bob on piano, Neil Young on acoustic guitar)12. 	Like A Rolling Stone (Bob on piano, Tony on standup bass)13. 	Early Roman Kings (Bob on piano, Tony on standup bass)14. 	Girl From the North Country(Bob on piano, Tony on standup bass, no drums)15. 	Love Sick (Bob on piano)16. 	Thunder On The Mountain (Bob on piano, Donnie on electric mandolin)17. 	Soon After Midnight (Bob on piano)18. 	Gotta Serve Somebody (Bob on piano, Tony on standup bass)  	   	(encore)19. 	Blowin' In The Wind (Bob on piano, Donnie on violin, Tony on standup bass)20. 	It Takes A Lot To Laugh, It Takes A Train To Cry============================================================================Re: Nowlan ParkPosted by stackalee - 2019/07/15 03:02_____________________________________the duet sounds pretty good.i'll go out on a limb and say they will do a summer north American tour next year.============================================================================Re: Nowlan ParkPosted by Derek - 2019/07/15 04:15_____________________________________Looks like they're having a whole bunch of fun!https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v7CPWyR0cw4============================================================================Re: Nowlan ParkPosted by BobLandy - 2019/07/15 05:07_____________________________________An unusual choice.============================================================================Re: Nowlan ParkPosted by up to you - 2019/07/15 05:37_____________________________________it is an unusual choice! i discussed it with my girlfriend who also lovesBob... She is theorizing that it is concerning the death of elliot roberts.. She may be partly correct.. but. as I wikipediad the song, it is also about DEATH PERIOD!!! And who could relate to that more than a 73 year old Neil and a 78 year old Bob?Knowing (deep in their beautiful hearts) that they will both be DEAD---sooner than later-haha?-------why not sing "Will The Circle Be Unbroken" together?A farewell death song duet---- Bob  and Neil style!!!  YEEEEEE----HAAAAAAHHHHH!!!!!P.S.--- I hope they both outlive ME........ bye byeDouble P. S.----    Jeanie and I are assuming that Bob will show up in New England again around Oct or Nov....CAN'T WAIT----haha-----the only new song he is doing. get it?  haha============================================================================Re: Nowlan ParkPosted by up to you - 2019/07/15 05:51_____________________________________I am going to point out the weirdness that Bob and Neil chose that song , MORE EMPHATICALLY!!!!!!!!You need to google or wikipedia the song "Will the Circle Be Unbroken?".....It's a pretty intense song!   GOOGLE IT!!!!!!BYE BYENo!...  I'll do a brief memory quote of the song!"When my Mother passedInto Heaven  above I dreamed of joining her But I MUST WAITTo live my life out THEN I will be beside her  IN HEAVEN!!!!!!!!!"Oh My Tears Feel Like RaiN"....led zeppelin long ago============================================================================Re: Nowlan ParkPosted by mickdylan - 2019/07/16 21:42_____________________________________The correct name of the venue is Nowlan Park. Its GAA Hurling and Football stadium in Kilkenny Ireland.============================================================================Re:mowlam parkPosted by tbc - 2019/07/17 10:07_____________________________________mickdylan wrote:The correct name of the venue is Nowlan Park. Its GAA Hurling and Football stadium in Kilkenny Ireland.Sorry about that N & M too close together on keybpoard.============================================================================Re: Nowlan ParkPosted by BobLandy - 2019/07/17 13:01_____________________________________And Iâ€™m also informed that the correct grammar is itâ€™s, not its. ;-)============================================================================Re: Nowlan ParkPosted by Triumph - 2019/07/17 15:13_____________________________________Kilkenny is a very nice town. Lots of great music pubs & wonderful singers. Even better atmosphere than Dublin. Visit once Kilkenny for the weekend if you have the chance. Stadium is on O'Loughlin Road on which I have fond memories qeuing up & getting what I was waiting for & more in the sun last sunday. But that's not everyday alas.============================================================================
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